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Universities

number ol Imperial ana

other universities which consist of a number of faculties

and sigle-faculty universities wniich consist of one facult<> J

In all there are 49 universities in Japan.

are supported by the Government, some by local

and

are universi!

inele-faculty

faculties which constitute some

faculties of law, Medicine,

Science, Agriculture, Economics onmercs, etae

Other universities have a faculty or faculties

combining one © wo oË the above, as the Faculties of law

and Literature, Politics and

Science and Enginesring, Science

a id a же A i raseang Science, etc. A faculty ma 



 



course, the Faculty of Medicine alone being ordained to

four or more years' course. Those who have compeleted the

studies prescribed by the faculty are granted the degree of

"Gakushi" (Bachelor).

The Post-Graduate Courses the "Kenkyuka" and the "Daigakuin'— - о  قه

or the "University Halle,

Every single-faculty university jg provided

with a post-graduate course called the "Kenkyuka" and every

muitiple- faculty university with one called the © igaxuin"

or a university hall. In a university hall are assembled

the post-graduate courses of all the faculties belonging ta

the university. On a graduate who has studied in a post-

graduate course or a university hall for twd years or mare

under the guidance of a professor and whose thesis has been

found eligible is conferred the degree of "Hakushi” (Doctor).

Relations betweenFaculties.——e— انا

It is needless to say that eachof thc

faculties in a university has a mission of its own, yet it

makes a part of a whole and is not an independent or isolated

institution. The faculties are bound together not only in

administration and finance, but also in teaching and reassarch

Work. Fach faculty, while it has its own scholastic mission

to perform; must work hand in hand with the others so as to

reap the fruit of their united labour. It is for this reason 
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that the universityhall is common to all the faculties.

As a matter of fact; however, there are points inwhich

connexion and cooperation among the faculties are not yet

| perfect.

Departments & Their Mutual Relations.

It is not often that such faculties as Medicine,

Economics and Commerce are found to require further division,

but other faculties are, as a rule, subdivided into departmens

and each department has its owncourse of studies. Whenthe

Faculty of Law and Literature was first founded, na subdivi-

sion was made and the students were free to s“udy among the

entire subjects of the faculty. This arrangements, however,

has proved unsatisfactory and at present practically a division. _

is made as in other faculties, in fact if not in name. The

number of the departments into whichfaculties are divided

various according to the conditions of the faculties. The

Faculty of Law inthe Tokyo Imperial University, for instance,

is divided into the two main departmerits of Law and Politics,

while the Paculty of Agriculture in the same university is

divided into the seven Departments of Agriculture, Agricultural

Chemistry, Forestry, Veterinary Medicine, Pishefy, Agricultural

Economy, Agricultural Engineering. The Faculty of Scienbe has

ten Departments: Mathematics, Astronomy, Physics, Chemistry,

Zoology, Botany, Geology, Mineralogy, Geography and Seismalogy. 



 



the faculty of Literature has as many as seventeen Departmehts:

Japanese Language & Literature, Japanese History, Chinese

Philosophy and Language & Literature, Oriental History,

Occidental History, Philosophy & History of Philosophy, Indian

 Philosophy, Sanskrit Language & Literature, Peychology; Ethics,

the Science of Religion & History of Religion, Sociology.

Pedagogics, Aesthetics and History of Fine Arts, the Science

Language, English. Language and Literature, German Language

and Literature, FrenchLanguage and Literature ٠

The teaching given in these Departments are not

mutually independent. True, cach department has subjects

that are peculiar to itself, but at the same time there are

others that are common to several departments, so that many

departments, capecially those that are Kindred in nature are

ery closelyrelated with one another. Hence care is taken

not to cause mutual accessibility among the different

departments to be hindered in any way by prescribing a curri-

culum for eachdepartment, or to deprive the students of their

freedom of study. In fact each department nas, as arule,

certain alternative or optional subjects in addition to the

required subjects, and allows the students to choose what they

wish to study.

Annexed Provisions of Re carech.
—[]_—][—————D— o TONO 7 

It is soarely necessary Lo say that every 
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university in Japan is equipped with alibrary. Moreover,

a university or a faculty may have research. institutes,

laboratories, hospitals, museums, botanical gardens, farms,

experimental forests, etc., annexed to it according to its

needs. The heads and staffs >" these institutes and others

are generally professors and assistant professors of the

university, though special staffs are appointed when necessary.

These institutes and others are of great use in research work
| have
and in practical exercise, and not a few of themdone valuable

work or made important contributions to the cause of learning

or the community at large.

Be Other Organs of Higher Education.

As other organs of higher education in Japan

the special schools of various Kinds, the higher normal

schools and the higher course of: the high schools are commonly

cited. But most of these schools are not up to the standard

af the universities in their admission requirements, their

terms of study and in their curricula. Agraduate of such

schools rises only to the scholastic level of a student newly

admitted to а university. Formerly indeed there were special

schools whichclaimed the same standard as ufliversities, but

nearly all of them have, by the University Otdinance, been

raised to single-faculty universities. 
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IL. The Teaching. Staffs.

Aw Ths Training of Teachsrs &

Their Appointment.

There are no special institutions for the

training of university teaching staffs or regulations

regarding their qualifications. Whenever there is a vacancy

to be filled, the faculty selects a eandidate, duly weighing

his scholarship and character. As a general rule such. of the

craduates as left excellent records as students and who are

considered to be adapted for scholastic gareer are chosen and

appointed as assistants. And from among the assistants,

lecturers are selected. A lecturer is appointedassistant

Professor when there is a vacancy, and when a professor's

chair is vacant he is further promoted to fill it as his

succesor. In cases where a competent successor is not found

in this way condidates are sought in other quarters. Formerly

some faculties required a doctor's degrec as a neccessary

qualification of a professor or that he has studied abroad

af ter completing his education in Japan, but suchconditions

are not necessary nowadays. Yet; as a matter of fact, a

majority of the professors in universities, whether establi-

shed by the Government or otherwise; are owners of aJapanese

degree and at the same time are those who have studied abroad.

A professor in a Government university if 
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appointed by the Minister of Education withthe Emperor's

approval. The candidate is recommended to the Minister by the

Chancellor or dean of the university, and needless to say,

the wish of the Professors! Council on the matter is respected

B. Kinds of Teachers and Provisions

concerning Thome

The principal membars of the teaching staff of

a. university are professors, assistant. professors and lec-

turers. A professor has a seminary-room or a labdiatory in

which he teaches his students or guides them in their research

work. Further, a professor in an Imperial University holds

a chair; while anassistant professor kepibte the professor

in teaching and in laboratory work.

A lecturer gives lecturés dn specified subjects

or guides the students in practical exeréidès on behalf of the

professor.

Besides these, there are emeritus prófessbrs.

But an emeritusprofessorship is an hohorary title conferred

by the Emperor upon one who has rendered distinguished

services to the universityor to the world df learning ahd

entails no official duties.

Among the mast important broviduone bearing on

the staff of an Imperial university are the articles concer-

ning the staff in the University Organization, the Public 
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Service Regulations for the Government officials in general,

the Salary Schedule Regulations, the Civil Service Limitation

Ordinanee, the Limitation Ordinance eoncerning Public School

Teachers, etc. These were all issued in the form of an

ImperialOrdinance.

III. Students.

A. Admission Requirements and Selection.

In admitting students to a university the

first preference is generally given to the graduates of the

higher courses of High Schools and those of the Peers' School.

Those who have been examined by the faculty and whose scholas-

tic attainments have been found to equal or surpass those of

a graduate of the HighSchool have the next chance. Those

universities which have their ownpreparatory courses give the

first chance to those who have completed them and consider

others after them.

In cases where the number of the candidates

in the same order of preference exceeds that of the students

to be admitted the candidates are submitted to aselective

examination, the subjects of which and the manner in whichit

is conducted are left to the discretion of the faculty.

Generally speaking a great number of young people flock to the

doors of universities, government, public or private, especia-

lly to that of the Imperial University of Tokyo. In the private 
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universities, suchfaculties as Medicine and Engineering most

attract condidates and consequently competitive examinations

are generally found necessary.

Be A Student's Life in a University; How He Studies;

Various Organizations; Welfare Provisions;

Finding Employment for Graduates.

AStudent's Life in a University,and How He Studies.

The expenses of a student vary withthe

faculties. On the whole, however, his monthly vayments amount

to something like 70 yen, including the tuition fee, research

and practice expenses, expenses of meetings and subscriptions;

board and lodging, amusements, ete.

A student, as a rule, is not. allowed Lo change

from one university to another; nor is he free to go to a

different faculfy. If he desires to do either he must obtain

a. special permission according to the regulations or give up

his present studies and begin afresh. A student must study

according to the prescribed course, but is free ta choose

among the subjects except those that are compulsory, so that

anyone desiring to enter any particular professional career

may chooses suchsubjects as are necessary in qualifying

himself for it. Those desirousof becoming an executive

official, a diplomat, ajudicial officer or a. lawyer, must

pass a State examination. The degree of "Gakushi" (Bachelor! 
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is conferred on those who have studied as students for three

years or more (four years Or more in the Faculty of Medicine)

and have passed adegree examination whichmay take the form.

of a diploma thesis, written examinations or any other that

the faculty may decide upon.

Students!tst!Organizations.

In a university there is a university alumni

association consisting of the entire staff and students, in

addition to the various academic and cultural societies,

societies formed by students with. the same interests or

hobbies and other groups of students. The alumni’ association

has for its aims the cultivation of mutual friendship among

the members and the promotion of their mentaland physical

training. . Thus it is divided into the Physical and Cultural

Departments. The former is subdivided into the sections of

sports and chivalrous arts, and the latter into Debate,

Literary, Music, Art, and Journal Sections. They are all

controlled by students themselves. Each student cnooses a

section according to his liking and trains his mind and body

or refines his tastes by joining it.

Welfare Provisions and Ywinding

Er

Employment for Graduatese
A

metsEEEее

In Japanese universities no scholarships are

given by the State. Everyuniversity, however, has funds

given by private supporters for the encouragement of Scientific 
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research or in aid of poor students. Special scholarsnips

are open to such of the exellent scholars in the post-graduate

course or the university hali of a government university

are determined to pursue their studies © a long tire.

of the public and private universities, too, have similar

scholarshnips. Funds are al aised and kKept up by prefectures

and otner local bodies or by private individuals for the

encouragement and help of promising students.

A university, in cooperation with the physical

department of the alumni association, makes provisions fof

athletic sports to promote the physical training of the

students.’ It also has a healthadvisory bureau where students

may obtain advice concerning their health. Not a few of the

health advisory bureaux are equipped with asanatoriwi.

Besides these auniversity has a hostel, a club-house, a.

dining-room, stalls to give comfort or convenience to the

students.

Some of the private universities are provided

with a special organ for finding employment far their graduales

A majority, however, are now without such an organ, the

university authorities and the professors doingwhat they

to help then in that Line. At one tine unemployment w

serious; but lately the situation has gradually improved.

Those who have pursued studies bearing on science find work 
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easily now, though the graduates of Literature and kindred

departments are not so fortunate yet.

IV. The International Relation of Universities.

Ae The Relation with Foreign universities.

Many of the Japanese universities exchange

research. reports with many of the well-knownuniversities in

other countries, send their representatives to scientific and

other assemblies so as to cooperate with them in searchof

truth.

B. The Exchange of Professors and Students.

Legallyspeaking, the exchange of professors

and students is withinthe jurisdiction of the Cultural Work

gection of the ForeignDepartment, but much assistance is

given by the Educational Department of Japan. Such exehange

is being done with some of the foreign countries with good

results, though such countries are not yet numerous. The

Japanese Government is trying to promote schemes of this kind

so as to bring about better mutual understanding and contribute

$0 advancement of humancultmte..

Ce Facilities for Study Abroad.

The cases are extremely are of university

students studying in foreign countries previous to their

graduation. A good many of the universities, however, seleet

the most excellent. of their graduates and give them faeilities 
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in prosecuting studies abroad. Sending teachers to foreign

countries for study is quite common. They are mostly sent

abroad while they are Assistant Professors, so that majority

of professors in Japan have some knowledge and experience of

foreign countries.

D. The Recognition of Studies in Foreign Countries.

The fact that a man has prosecuted studies in

equivalent,a foreign university or the like is not in itself e

and should not be recognized as equivalent, to his having
A

completed a definite course of studies in a Japanese universi-X

ty. The same is the case withacademic degrees. If anyone

wishes to be recognized as a graduate of a Japanese university

> Y
а.>

theب usual way is for him to go through the regular course oi

Japanese university, and if ong wishes to acquire à Japanese

Taepanese requirements.degrce one is expected to satisfy the .-

This does not at all mean that one's records of studies in

foreign countries are not duly appreciated. All depends on

oncts real scholastic attainments. nerc a man's true worth

"o 3

is recognized or proved, anyone may be appointed professor,PE

and auch instancosУ

assistant professor or lecturer in Japan,

слدو

are not rare in privat: universitics. 
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course, the Faculty of Medicine alone being ordained ts be of

four or more yearst course. Those who have compeleted the

studies prescribed by the faculty are granted the degree of

"Gakushi" (Bachelor).

The Post-Graduate Courses the "Kenkyuka' and the "Taigakuin:arm 27 ea

orthe "UniversityHalle,

Every single-faculty university jg pravided

with a post-graduate course called the "Kenkyuka" and every

multiple-- faculty university withone called the "Daigakuin"

or a university hall. In a university hallare assembled

the post-graduate courses of all the faculties belonging ta

the university. On a graduate who has studied in apost-

graduate course or a university hall for two years or more

under the guidance of a professor and whose thesis has been

found eligible is conferred the degree of rHakushi™ (Doctor).

Relations between Faculties.

It is needless to say that each of thc

faculties in a university has a mission of its own, yet it

makes a part of a whole and is not an independent or isolated

institution. The faculties are bound together not only in

administration and finance, but also in teaching and reascarch

work. Fach faculty, while it has its ownscholastic mission

to perform; must work hand in hand with the others so as to

reap the fruit of their united labour. It is for this reason 
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that the university. hall is common to all the faculties.

As a matter of fact; however, there are points in which

connexion and cooperation among the faculties are not yet

| perfect.

Departments & Their MutualRelations.

It is not often that such faculties as Medicine,

Economics and Commerce are found to require further division,

but other faculties are, as arule, subdivided into departmens

and each department has its own course of studies. When the

Faculty of Law and Literature was first founded, пб subdivi-

sion was made and the students were free to study among the

entire subjects of the faculty. This arrangements, however,

has proved unsatisfactory and at present practically a diviëion

is made as in other faculties, in fact if not in name. The

number of the departmehts into whichfaculties are divided

various according to the conditions of the faculties. The

Faculty of Law in the Tokyo Imperial University, for instance,

is divided into the two main departments of Lam and Politics,

while the Faculty of Agriculture in the same university is

divided into the seven Departments of Agrisulture, Agticultural

Chemistry, Forestry, Veterinary Medicine, Fishery, Agricultural

Economy, Agricultural Engineering. The Faculty of Science has

ten Departments; Mathematics, Astronomy, Physics, Chemistry,

Zoology, Botany, Geology, Mineralogy, Geography and Seismalagy. 
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The faculty of Literature has as many as seventeen Departments:

Japanese Language & Literature, Japanese History, Chinese

Philoaorly ord Tanguage & Literature, Oriental History,

Occidental History, Philosophy & History of Philosophy, Indian

Philosophy, Sanskrit Language & Literature, Psychology, Ethics,

the Science of Religion & History of Religion, Sociology,

Pedagozics, Aesthetics and History of Pine Arts, the Science

of Language, English langage and Literature, German Language

and Literature, French Language and Literature.

‘The teaching given in these Departments are not

mutually independent. True, cach department has subjccts

that are peeculiar to itself, but at the same time there

others that are common to several departments, so that many

departments, especially those that sre kindred in nature are

very closelyrelated with one another. Hence care is taken

not to cause mutual accessibility among the different

departments to be hindered in any way by orescribing a curri-

culum for eachdepartment, or to deprive the students of their

freedom of study. In fact each department nas, as arule,

certain alternative or optional subjects in addition to the

required subjects, and allows the students to choose what they

wish to study.

Annexed Provisions of Rescareh,
NEETISDNIEOWEجاممج:TEEاواراهللوامنايلEEEDEEاموردا

It 1s soarely necessary Lo say that every 
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university in Japan is equipped with alibrary. Moreover,

a university or afaculty may have research. institutes,

laboratories; hospitals, museums, botanical gardens, farms,

experimental forests, etc., annexed to it according to its

needs. The heads and staffs of these institutes and others

are generally professors and assistant professors of the

university, thoughspecial staffs are appointed when necessary.

These institutes and others are of great use in research work
have

and in practical exercise, and not a few of themdone valuable

work or made important contributions to the cause of learning

or the community at large.

В. Other Organs of Higher Education.

As other organs of higher education in Japan

the special schools of various kinds, the higher normal

schools and the higher course of the highschools are commonly

cited. But most of these schools are not up to the standard

af the universities in their admission requirements, their

terms of study and in their curricula. Agraduate of such

schools rises only to the scholastic level of 4 student newly

admitted to a university. Formerly indeed there were special

schools which claimed the same standard as universities, but

nearly all of them have, by the University Ofdinarce, been

raised to single-faculty universities. 
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IL. The Teaching Staffs.

A. The Training sf Teachers &

Their Appointment.

There are no special institutions for the

training of university teaching staffs or regulations

regarding their qualifications. Whenever there is a vacancy

to be filled, the faculty selects a empndidatc, duly weighing

his scholarship and character. As a general rule suchof the

graduates as left excellent records as students and who are

considered to be adapted for scholastic gareer are chosen and

appointed as assistants. And from among the assistants,

lecturers are selected. A lecturer is appointed. assistant.

Professor when there is a vacancy; and when a professor's

chair is vacant he is further promoted to fill it as his

succesor. In cases where a competent successor is nat found

in this way condidates are sought in other quarters. Hormeriy

some faculties required a doctor's degrec as a nccesgary

qualification of aprofessor or that he has studied abroad

after completing his education in Japan, but suchconditions

are not necessary nowadays. Yet; as a matter of fact, =

majority of the professors inuniversities, whether establi-

shed by the Government or otherwise, are owners of a. Japsncse

degree and at the same time are those who have studied abroad.

A professor in a Government university 16 
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appointed by the Minister of Education withthe Emperor's

approval. The candidate is recommended to the Minister by the

Chancellor or dean of the university, and needless to say,

the wish of the Professors' Council on the matter is respected.

B+ Kinds of Teachers and Provisions

concerning Thans

The principal members of the teachingstaff of

a. university are professors, assistant. professors and lec-

turers. A professor has a seminary-roam or a abotetony in

which he teaches his students or guides them in their research

work. Purther, a professor in an Imperial University holds

a chair, while anassistant professor assists the professor

in teaching and in laboratory work.

A. lecturer gives lectures on specified subjects

or guides the students inpractical exercises on behalf of the

professor.

Besides these, there are emeritus professors.

But an emeritus professorship is an honorary title conferred

by the Emperor upon one who has rendered distinguished

services to the university or to the world of learning and

entails no official duties.

Among the most important provisions bearing on

the staff of an Imperial university are the articles concer-

ning the staff in the University Organization, the Public 
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Service Regulations for the Government officials ingeneral,

the Salary Schedule Regulations, the Civil Service Limitation

Ordinance, the Limitation Ordinance eoncerning Public School

Teachers, etc. These were all issued in the form of an

Imperial Ordinance.

III. Students.

A. Admission Requirements and Selection.

In admitting students to a university the

first preference is generally given to the graduates of the

higher courses of High Schools and those of the Peers' School.

Those who have been examined by the faculty and whose scholas-

tic attainments have been found to equal or surpass those of

a graduate of the HighSchool have the next chance. Those

universities whichhave their ownpreparatory courses give the

first chance to those who have edmpleted them and consider

others after them.

In cases where the number of the dandidates

in the same order of preference exceeds that of the students

to be admitted the candidates are submitted to aselective

examination, the subjects of whichand the manner in whichit

is gonducted are left to the discretion of the faculty.

Generally speaking a great number of young people flock to the

doors of universities, government, public or private, especia-

lly to that of the ImperialUniversity of Tokyo. In the private 
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universities, such faculties as Medicine and Engineering most

attract condidates and consequently competitive examinations

are generally found necessary.

Be A Student's Life in a University; How He Studies;

Various Organizations; Welfare Provisions;

Finding Employment for Graduates.

A Student's Life inaUniversity,and How He Studies.

The expenses of a student vary withthe

faculties. on the whole, however, his monthly vayments amount

to something like 70 yen, including the tuition fee, research

and practice expenses, expenses of meetings and subscriptions,

board and lodging, amusements, etc.

A student, as a rule, is not allowed to change

from one university to another; nor is he free to go toa

different faculty. If he desires to do either he must obtain

a special permission according to the regulations or give up

his present studies and begin afresh. A student must study

according to the prescribed course, but is free to éhooge

among the subjects except those that are compulsory, so that

anyone desiring to ente® any particular professional career

may chooses suchsubjects as are necessary in qualifying

himself for it. Those desirousof becoming an executive

official, adiplomat; ajudicial officer or a lawyer, must

pass a State examination. The degree of "Gaxushi" (Bachelor 
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is conferred on those who have studiedas students for three

years Or more (four years or more in the Faculty of Medicine)

and have passed adegree examination whichmay take the form.

of a diploma thesis, written examinations or any other that

the faculty may decide upon.

Students!Organizations.

In a university there is a university alumni

association consisting of the entire staff and students, in

addition to the various academic and cultural societies,

societies formed by students with. the same interests or

hobbies and other groups of students. The alumniassociation

has for its aims the cultivation of mutualfriendship among

the members and the promotion of their mental and physical

training. . Thus it is divided into the Physical and Cultural

Departments. The former is subdivided lito the sections of

sports and chivalrous arts, and the latter into Debate;

Literary, Music, Art, and Journal Sections. They are all
 

controlled by students themselves. ach student cnooses a

section according to his liking and trains his mind and body

ar refines his tastes by joiningit.

Welfare Provisions and Finding Employment for Graduates.

In Japanese universities no scholarships are

given by the State. Every university, however, has funds

given by private supporters for the encouragement of Scientific 



 



research or in aid of poor students. Special scholarsnips

are open to such of the exellent scholars in the post-graduate

course or the university hall of a government university as

are determined td pursue their studies for a long time.

of the public and private universities, too, have similar

scholarships. Funds are also raised and kept up by prefectures

and other localbodies or by private individuals for the

encouragement and help of promising students.

A university, in cooperation with the physical

department of the alumni association, makes provisions for

athletic sports to promote the physical training of the

students. It also has a health advisory bureau where students

may obtain advice concerning their health. Not a few of the

health advisory bureaux are equipped with a sanatoriwi.

Besides these a university has a hostel, a club-house, a.

dining-room, stalls to give comfort or convenience to the

students.

some of the private universities are provided

я

with a special organ for finding employment for their graduates.

A majority, however, are now without suchan organ, the

university authorities and the professors doing what they can+
>

to help then in that line. Ab one time unemployment was

serious, but lately the situation has gradually improved.

Those who have pursued studies bearing on science find work 
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easily now, though the graduates of Literature and kindred

departments are not so fortunate yet.

IV. The International Relationof Universities.

Ae The Relation withForeignuniversities.

Many of the Japanese universities exchange

researchreports with many of the well-known universities in

other countries, send their representatives to scientific and

other assemblies so as to cooperate with them in searchof

truth.

B. The Exchange of Professors and Students.

Legallyspeaking, the exchange of professors

and students is withinthe jurisdiction of the Cultural Work

section of the Foreign Department, but muchassistance is

given by the Educational Department of Japan. Suchexehange

is being done with some of the foreign countries with good

results, though such countries are not yet numerous. The

Japanese Government is trying to promote schemes of this kind

80 as to bring about better mutual understanding and contribute

10 advancement of humancultæte..

Ce paciiitios for Study Abroad.

The cases are extremely are of university

students studying in foreign countries previous to their

graduation. Agood many of the universities, however, seleet

the most excellent. of their graduates and give them faeilities 
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in prosecuting studies abroad. Sending teachers to foreign

countries for study is quite common. They are mostly sent

road while they are Assistant Trofessors, so that majority

of professors in Japan have some knowledge and experience of

foreign countries.

D. The Recognition of Studies in Foreign Countries.

The fact that a man has prosecuted studies in

a foreizn university or the like is not in itself equivalent,

and should not be recognized as equivalent, to his having

completed a definite course of studies in a Japanese universi-

ty. The same is the case withacademic degrees. If anyone

wishes to be recognized as a graduate of a Japanese university

the usual way is for him to go through the regular course of a

Japanese university, and if once wishes to acquire a Japanese

degree one is expected to satis£y the Japanese requirements.

This does not at all mean that one's records of studies in

foreign countrics are not duly appreciated. All depends on

onets real scholastic attainments. here a man's truc worth

is reeognizcd or proved, anyone may be appointed professor,

assistant professor or lecturer in Japan, and such instances

are not rare in private universities. 
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I. The Structures

А. Universitie

Universities.

there are a of Imperial aná

other universities which consist of a number of faculties

gle-faculty universities which consist of one faculty

In all there are 49 universities in Japan.

Some of them are supported by the Government, some by Local

public bodies suce! prefectures, cities, etc., and some

titutions. Of y > Al are universities with

faculties and the others are sinzle-faculty

universitiese

fagulticg.

The faculties which

sitics are the faculties of Там, Medicine,

Literature iciensé, Agriculture, Economics Commerce, eto.

Other iversities have a

combining one ١ two of the above, as the Facultics

and Literature, Politics and Economics, Commerce

Science and Enginesring, Science

and Science, etc. 4A faculty may 



 



course, the Faculty of Medicine alone being ordained ts be of

four or more years! course. Those who have compeleted the

studiesprescribed by the faculty are granted the degree of

"Gakushi" (Bachelor).

The Post-Graduate Coursesthe "Kenkyukar and the "Daigakuin:ane нее EL ниBALAMIStsN 2.
 

or the "University Halle,

Every single-faculty university is provided

witha post-graduate course called the "Kenkyuka” and every

multiple- faculty university with one called the "Daigakuin"

or auniversity hall. In a university hallare assembled

the post-graduate courses of allthe faculties belonging ta

the university. On a graduate who has studied in a. post-

graduate course or a university hallfor two years or more

under the guidance of a professor and whose thesis has been

found eligible is conferred the degree of "Hakushi” { Doctor),

Relations between Faculties.
+rNEON ل

on)

—crar

It is needless to say that each of the

faculties ina university has a mission of its own, yet it

makes a part of a whole and is not an independent or isolated

institution. The faculties are bound together not only in

administration and finance, but also in teaching and reassarch

work. Fachfaculty, while it has its own scholastic mission

to perform, must work hand in hand with the others so as to

reap the fruit of their united labour. It is for this reason 
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that the universityhall is common to all the faculties.

As a matter of fact, however, there are points in which

connexion and cooperation among the faculties are not yet

perfect.

Departments & Their Mutual Relations.

It is not often that suchfaculties as Medicine,

Economics and Commerce are found “o require further division,

but other faculties are, as arule, subdivided into departmens

and each department has its own course of studies. When the

Faculty of Law and Literature was first founded, no subdivi-

sion was made and the students were free to study among the

entire subjects of the faculty. This arrangements, however,

has proved unsatisfactory and at present practically a division

is made as in other faculties, in fact if not in name. The

number of the departments into whichfaculties are divided

various according to the conditions of the faculties. The

Faculty of Law in the Tokyo Imperial University, for instance,

is divided into the two maindepartments of Law and Politics,

while the Faculty of Agriculture in the same university is

divided into the seven Departments of Agriculture, Agricultural

Chemistry, Forestry, Veterinary Medicine, Pishery, Agricultural

Econamy, Agricultural Engineering. The Faculty of Science has

ten Departments: Mathematics, Astronomy, Physics, Chemistry,

Zoology, Botany, Geology, Mineralogy, Geography and Selsmalogy. 



 



The faculty of Literature has as many as seventeen Departments:

Japanese Language & Literature, Japanese History, Chinese

Philosophy and Language & Literature, Oriental History,

Occidental History, Philosophy & History of Pullosophy, Indian

Philosophy, Sanskrit Language & Literature, Psychology, Ethics,

the Science of Religion & History af Religion, Sociology:

Pedagozics, Aesthetics and History of Fine Arts, the Science

of Language, English Lenguege and Literature, German Language

and Literature, Frenchlanguage and Literaturc.

The teaching given in these Departments are not

mutually indosentent. True, cach department has subjects

that are peculiar to itself, but at the same time there are

others that are common to several departments, so that many

departments, especially those that are kindred in nature are

very closely related with one another. Hence care is taken

not to cause mutual accessibility among the different

departments to be hindered in any way by prescribing a curri-

culum for each department, or to deprive the students of their

freedom of study. In fact each department nas, as a rule,

certain alternative or optional subjects in addition to the

required subjects, and allows the students to choose what they

wish to study.

Annexed Provisiions of Research.
EEESaal]تاولوجادو aاعلادامب—[يوناجيمجواعيا 

It is searely necessary to say that 
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university in Japan is equipped with alibrary. Morcorer,

a university or a faculty may have research. institutes,

laboratories; hospitals, museums, botanical gardens, farms,

experimental forests, etc., annexed to it according to its

needs. The heads and staffs ог these institutes and others

arc generally professors and assistant professors of the

university, though special staffs are appointed when necessary.

These institutes and others are of great use in researchwork
have

and in practical exercise, and not a few of themdone valuable

work or made important contributions to the cause of learning

or the community at large.

B. Otner Organs of Higher Education.

As other organs of higher education in Japan

the special schools of various kinds, the higher normal

schools and the higher course of the highschools are commonly

cited. But most of these schools are not up to the standard

of the universities in their admission requirements, their

terms of study and in their curricula. Agraduate of such

schools rises only to the scholastic level of a student newly

admitted to a university. Pormerly indeed there were special

schools whichclaimed the same standard as universities, but

nearly all of them have, by the UniversityOrdinance, been

raised to single-faculty universities. 
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IL. The Teaching Staffs.

A» The Training sf Teachers &

Their Appointment.

There are no special institutions for the

training of university teaching staffs or regulations

regarding their qualifications. Whenever there is a vacancy

to be filled, the faculty selects a eandidate, duly weighing

his scholarship and character. As a general rule suchof the

graduates as left excellent records as students and who are

considered to be adapted for scholastic gareer are chosenand

appointed as assistants. And from among the assistants,

lecturers are selected. A lecturer is appointedassistant

Professor when there is 2 vacancy, and when a professor's

chair is vacant he is further promoted to fill it as his

succesor. In cases where a competent successor is not found

in this way condidates are sought in other quarters. Formerly

some faculties required a doctor's degrec as à necessary

qualification of aprofessor or that he has studied abroad

after completing his education in Japan, but such conditions

are not necessary nowadays. Yet, as a matter of fact, a

majority of the professors in universities, whether establi-

shed by the Government or otherwise, are owners of a Japanese

degree and at the same time are those who have studied abroad.

A professor in a Government university is 
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appointed by the Minister of Education with the Emperor's

approval. The candidate is recommended to the Minister by the

Chancellor or deanof the university, and needless to say,

the wish of the Professors! Council on the matter is respected.

B. Kinds of Teachers and Provisions

concerning Thar.

The principal membsrs of the teaching staff of

a. university are professors, assistant professors andlec-

wers. A professor has a seminary-roam or a laboratory in

which he teaches his students or guides them in their research

work. Further, a professor in an Imperial University holds

a chair; while anassistant professor assists the professor

in teaching and in laboratory work.

Alecturer gives lectures on specified subjects

or guides the students inpractical exercises on behalf of the

professor.

Besides these, there are emeritus professors.

But an emeritus professorship is an honorary title conferred

by the Emperor upon one who has rendered distinguished

services to the universityor to the world of learning and

entails no official duties.

Among the most important provisions bearing on

the staff of an Imperial university are the articles concer-

ning the staff in the University Organization, the Public 
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Service Regulations for the Government officials in general,

the Salary Schedule Regulations, the Civil Service Limitation

Ordinance, the Limitation Ordinance eoncerning Public School

Teachers, etc. These were all issued in the form of an

Imperial Ordinance.

III. Students.

A. Admission Requirements and Selection.

In admitting students to a university the

first preference is generally given to the graduates of the

higher courses of High Schools and those of the Peers' School.

Those who have been examined by the faculty and whose scholas-

tic attainments have been found to equal or surpass those of

a graduate of the HighSchool have the next chance. Those

universities which have their ownpreparatory courses give the

first chance to those who have completed them and consider

others after them.

In cases where the number of the candidates

in the same order of preference exceeds that of the students

to be admitted the candidates are submitted to aselective

examination, the subjects of which and the manner in whichit

is conducted are left to the discretion of the faculty.

Generally speaking a great number of young people flock to the

doors of universities, government, public or private, especia-

lly to that of the ImperialUniversity of Tokyo. In the private 
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universities, such faculties as Medicine and Engineering most

attract condidates and consequently competitive examinations

are generally found necessary.

В. A Student's Life in a University; How He Studies;

Various Organizations; Welfare Provisions;

Finding Employment for Graduates.

AStudent's Life in aUniversity,and How He Studies.

The expenses of a student vary with the

faculties. On the whole; however, his monthly vayments amount

to something like 70 yen, including the tuition fee, research

and practice expenses, expenses of meetings and subscriptions,

board and lodging, amusements, etc.

A student, as a rule, is not allowed to change

from one university to another; nor is he free to go to a

different faculty. If he desires to do either he must obtain

a special permission acdording to the regulations or give up

his present studies and begin afresh. A student must study

ccording to the prescribed course, but is free to chodse

among the subjects except those that are compulsdry, so that

anyone desiring to enteë any particular professional career

may chooses such. subjects as are necessary inqualifying

himself for it. Those desirousof becoming an executive

official, a diplomat, a judicial officer or alawyer, must

pass a State examination. The degree of "Gakushi" (Bachelor 
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is conferred on those who have studiedas students for three

years or more (four years or more in the Faculty of Medicine)

and have passed a degree examination whichmay take the form

of a diploma thesis, written examinations or any other that

the faculty may decide upon.

Students! Organizations.

In a university there is a university alumni

association consisting of the entire staff and students, in

addition to the various academic and cultural societies,

societies formed by students with. the same interests or

hobbies and other groups of students. The alumniassociation

nas for its aims the cultivation of mutualfriendship among

the members and the promotion of their mentaland physical

training. . Thus it is divided into the Physical andCultural

Departments. The former is subdivided into the sections of

sports and chivalrous arts, and the latter into Debate;

Literary, Music, Art; and Journal Sections. They are all

controlled by students themselves. Each student cnooses a

section according to his liking and trains his mind and body

or refines his tastes by joining it.

WelfareProvisions and Finding Employment for Graduates.
>.——]_—

 

In Japanese universities no scholarships are

given by the State. Every university, however, has funds

given by private supporters for the encouragement of Scientific 
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research or in aid of poor students. Special scholarsnips

are open to such of the exellent scholars in the post-graduate

course or the university hall of

are determined to pursue their studies for a

of the public and private universities, ton, have similar

scholarships. Funds are also raised and kept up by

and other localbodies or by private individuals ror the

encouragement and help ef promising students.

A university, in cooperation with the physical

department of the alumni association, makes provisions for

athletic sports to promote the physical training of the

students. It also has a health advisory bureau where students

may obtain advice concerning their health. Not a few of the

health advisory bureawx are equipped with a sanatoriwi.

Bésides these a. university has a hostel, a club-houses a

dining-room, stalls to give comfort or convenience to ths

students.

some of the private universitics are provided

with a special organ for finding employment for their graduates.

A majority, however, are now without suchan organ, the

university authorities and the professors doing what they can

to help them in that line. At one time unemployment was very

serious, but lately the situation has gradually improved.

Those who have pursued studies bearing on science find work 
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easily now, though the graduates of Literature and kindred

departments are not sa fortunate yet.

IV. The International Relation of Universities.

Ae The Relation with Foreign universities.

Many of the Japanese universities exchange

research. reports with many of the well-knownuniversities in

other countries, send their representatives to scientific and

other assemblies sb as to cooperate with them in searchof

truth.

B. The Exchange of Professors and Students.

Legallyspeaking, the exchange of professors

and students is within the jurisdiction of the CulturalWork

section of the Foreign Department, but much assistance is

given by the Educational Department of Japan. Such exehange

is beingdone with some of the foreigncountries with good

results; thoughsuch countries are not yet numerous. The

Japanese Government is trying to promote schemes of this kind

80 as to bring about better mutual understanding and contribute

to advancement of Humancultmie..

Ce Facilities for Study Abroad.

The cases are extremely are of university

students studying in foreign countries previous to their

graduation. Agood many of the universities, however, seleet

the most excellent of their graduates and give them faeilities 
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in prosecuting studies abroad. Sending teachers to foreign

countries for study is quite common. They are mostly sent

abroad while they are Assistant Professors, so that majority

of professors in Japan have some knowledge and experience of

foreign countries.

D. The Recognition of Studies in Toreign Countries.

The fact that a. man has prosecuted studies in

a foreign university or the like is not in itself equivalent,

and should not be recognized as equivalent, to his having

completed a definite course of studies in a Japanese universi-

ty. he same is the case withacademic degrees. If anyone

wishes to be recognized as a graduate of a Japanese university

the usual way is for him to go through the regular course of a

Japanese university, and if ons wishes to acquire aJapanese

degree one is cxpected to satisfy the Japanese requirements.

This does not at all mean that one's records of studies in

foreign countries are ; ly appreciated. All depends on

oncts real scholastic attamente. Упего a man's truc worth

is reeognized or proved, anyone may be appointed professor,

assistant professor or lecturer in Japan, and such. instanceos

are not rare in private universities.
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Universitti

are a number of Imperial and

other universities which consist of a number of faculties

and sigle-faculty universities wnich consist of one facul

only.

In all there are 49 universities in Japan.

Soms of them are supported by the Government, some by local7

public bodies such as prefectures

5

universi

Fa culties.
Genee en
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sitics are the faculties of law, Medicine, gineering

Literature, Science, Agriculture, Hoonomics,

Other univ

combining one or two of the

and Literature, Politics and Eccdeed

Science and Enginesring, Science

and Science, etc. 4 faculty ma 
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course, the Faculty of Medicine alone being ordained to be of

four or more years! course. Those who have compeleted the

studies prescribed by the faculty are granted the degree of

"Gakushi" (Bachelor).

The Post-Graduate Courses the "Kenkyuka” and the "Daigakuin:

or the "University Halle,

Every single-faculty university §g provided

with a post-graduate course called the "Kenkyuka" and every

muitiple- faculty university with one called the "Daigakuin"

or a university hall. In a university hall are assembled

the post-graduate courses of all the faculties belonging ta

the university. On a graduate who has studied in apost-

graduate course or a university hall for two years or mare

under the guidance of a professor and whose thesis has been

found eligible is conferred the degree of "Hakushi” (Doctor).

Relations betweenFaculties.

It is needless to say that each of the

faculties in a university has a mission of its own, yet it

makes a part of a whole and is not an independent or isolated

institution. The faculties are bound together hot only in

administration and finance, but also in teaching and reascarch

work. Pach faculty, while it has its own scholastic mission

to perform, must work hand in hand with the others so as to

reap the fruit of their united labour. It is for this reason. 
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that the universityhall is common to all the faculties.

As a matter of fact, however, there are points in which

connexion and cooperation among the faculties are not yet

perfect.

Departments & Their Mutual Relations.

It is not often that suchfaculties as Medicine,

Economics and Commerce are found to require further division,

but other faculties are, as a rule, subdivided into departmens

and each department has its owncourse of studies. Whenthe

Faculty of Law and Literature was first founded, no subdivi-

sion was made and the students were free to study among the

entire subjects of the faculty. This arrangements, however,

has proved unsatisfactory and at present practically a division

is made as in other faculties, in fact if not in name. The

number of the departments into which faculties are divided

various according to the conditions of the faculties. . The

Faculty of Law in the Tokyo Imperial University, for instance,

is divided into the two maindepartments of Law and Politics,

while the Faculty of Agriculture in the same uhiversity is

divided into the seven Departments of Agriculture, Agricultural

Chemistry, Forestry, Veterinary Medicine, Pishery, Agricultural

Economy, Agricultural Engineering. The Faculty of Science has

ten Departments; Mathematics, Astronomy, Physics, Chemistry,

Zoology, Botany, Geology, Mineralogy, Geography and Seismalogy. 



 



many as seventeen Departments:

Japanese Language & Literature, Japanese History, Chinese

Philosophy and Language & Literature, Oriental History,

Occidental History, Philosophy & History of Philosophy, Indian

Philosophy, Sanskrit Language & Literature, Psychology, Ethics,

the Science of Religion & History of Religion, Sociology,

Pedagogics, Aesthetics and History of Pine Arts, the Science

of Language, English Language and Literature, German Language

and Literature, FrenchLanguage and Literature.

‘The teaching given in these Departments are not

mutually independent True, each department has subjects

that are peculiar to itself, but at the same time there are

others that are common to several departments, so that many

departments, especially those that are kindred in nature are

very closely related with one another. Hence care is taken

not to ca ssibility among the different

departments to be hindered in any way by prescribing a curri-

culum for each. department, or to deprive the students of their

freedom of study. In fact each department nas, as arule,

certain alternative or optional subjects in addition to the

required subjects, and allows the students to choose what they

wish to study.

Annexed Provisions of Research.
os اماماوااس املااح —— vase, 

It is scarely necessal Lo say that every 
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тьlaboratories, hospitals, museums, botanical gardens, farms,

experimental forests, etc., annexed to it according to its

needs. The heads and staffs of these institutes and others

are generally professors and assistant professors of the

university, thoughspecial staffs are appointed when necessary.

These institutes and others are of great use in resczrch work
: have
and in practical exercise, and not a few of themdone valuable

work or made important contributions to the cause of learning

or the community at large.

Ba Other Organs of Higher Education.

As other organs of higher education in Japan

the special schools of various Kinds, the higher normal

schools and the higher course of the highschools are commonly

cited. But most of these schools are not’ up to tie standard

af the universities in their admission requirements; their

terms of study and in their curricula. Agraduate of such

schools rises only to the scholastic level of a student newly

admitted t9 a university. Formerly indeed there were special

schools whichclaimed the same standard as universities, but

nearly all of them have, by the University Ofdirance, been.

raised to single-faculty universities. 
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II. The Teaching Staffs.

A» The Training Sf Teachers &

Their Appointment.

There are no special institutions for the

training of university teaching staffs or regulations

regarding their qualifications. Whenever there is a vacancy

to be filled, the faculty selects a emndidatec, duly weighing

his scholarship and character. As a general rule such. of the

graduates as left excellent records as students and who are

considered to be adapted for scholastic career are chosen and

appointed as assistants. And from among the assistants,

lecturers are selected. A lecturer is appointedassistant

Professor when there is a vacancy, and whena professor's

chair is vacant he is further promoted to fill it as his

succesor. In cases where a competent successor is not. found

in this way condidates are sought in other quarters. Formerly

some faculties required a doctor's degrec as a necessary

qualification of a professor or that he has studied abroad

after completing his education in Japan, but suchconditions

are not necessary nowadays. Yet; as a matter of fact; A.

majority of the professors in universities, whether establi-

shed by the Government or otherwise, are owners of a Japanese

degree and at the same time are those who have studied abroad.

A professor in a Government university 18 
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appointed by the Minister of Education with the Emperor's

approval. The candidate is recommended to the Minister by the

Chancellor or dean of the university, and needless to say,

the wish of the Professors! Council on the matter is respected.

B. Kinds of Teachers and Provisions

concerning Then,

The principal members of the teaching staff af

a. university are professors, assistant professors and lec-

turers. A professor has a seminary-room or a laboratory in

which he teaches his students or guides them in their research

work. Further, a professor in an Imperial University holds

a chair; while anassistant professor assists the professor

in teaching and in laboratory work.

A lecturer gives lectures on specified subjects

or guides the students in practical exercises on behalf of the

professor.

Besides these, there are emeritus professors.

But an emeritus professorship is an honorary title conferred

by the Emperor upon one who has rendered distinguished

services to the university or to the world of learning and

entails no official duties.

Among the most important provisions bearing on

the staff of an Imperial university are the articles concer-

ning the staff in the University Organization, the Public 
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Service Regulations for the Government officials in general,

the Salary Schedule Regulations, the CivilService Limitation

ordinance, the Limitation Ordinance concerning Public School

Teachers, etc. These were all issued in the form of an

Imperial Ordinance.

III. Students.

A. Admission Requirements and Selection.

In admitting students to a university the

first preference is generally given to the graduates of the

higher courses of High Schools and those of the Peers' School.

Those who have been examined by the faculty and whose scholas-

tic attainments have been. found to equal or surpass those of

a graduate of the HighSchool have the next chance. Those

universities whichhave their ownpreparatory courses give the

first chance to those who have completed them and consider

others after them.

In cases where the number of the candidates

in the same order of preference exceeds that of the students

to be aduiticd the candidates are submitted to aselective

examination, the subjects of which and the manner in whichit

is conducted are left to the discretion of the faculty.

Generally speaking a great number of young people flock to the

doors of universities, government, public or private, especia-

lly to that of the Imperial University of Tokyo. In the private | 



 



universities, such faculties as Medicine and Engineering most

attract condidates and consequently competitive examinations

are generally found necessary.

Be A Student's Life in a University; How He Studies;

Various Organizations; Welfare Provisions;

Finding Employment for Graduates.

AStudent's Life in a University,and How He Studies.

The expenses of a. student vary withthe

faculties. On the whole, however; his monthly vayments amount

to something like 70 yen, including the tuition fee, research

and practice expenses, expenses of meetings and subscriptions,

board and lodging, amusements, etc.

A student; as a rule, is not. allowed to change

from one university to another; nor is he free to go to a

different faculty. If he desires to do either he must obtain

a special permission according to the regulations or give up

his present studies and begin afresh. A student must study

according to the prescribed course, but is free to choose

among the subjects except those that are compulsory, so that

anyone desiring to enter any particular professional career

may chooses such subjects as are necessary in qualifying

himself for it. Those desirous of becoming an executive

official, adiplomat; ajudicial officer or a. lawyer, must

pass a State examination. The degree of "Gakushi" (Bachelor! 
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is conferred on those who have studied as students for three

years or more (four years or more in the Faoulty of Medicine)

and have passed a degree examination which. may take the form.

of a diploma thesis, written examinations or any other that

the faculty may decide upon.

Students! Organizations.

Ina university there is a university alwnni

association consisting of the entire staff and students, in

addition to the various academic and cultural societies,

societies formed by students with. the same interests or

hobbies and other groups of students. The alumni association.

1

has for its aims the cultivation of mutual {friendship among

the members and the promotion of their mentalandphysical

training. . Thus it is divided into the Physical and Cultural

Departments. The former is subdivided into the sections of

sports and chivalrous arts, and he latter into Debate;

Literary, Music, Art; and Journal Sections. They are all

controlled by students themselves. Each student chooses a

section according to his liking and trains his mind and body

or refines his tastes by joining it.

ms,Welfare Provisions andFinding Employment forGraduates.
 mare

In Japanese universities no scholarships are

given by the state. Every university, however, has funds

given by private suppor ters for the encouragement of Scientific 
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research or in aid of poor students. Special scholarsnips

are open to such of the exellent scholars in the post--sraduate

course or the university hall of a government university

are determined to pursue their studies for a long tire.

of the public and private universities, too, have similar

scholarships. Funds are also raised and kept up by prefectures

and other local bodies or by private individuals for the

encouragement and help of promising students.

A university, ih cooperation with the physical

department of the alumni association, makes provisions for

athletic sports to promote the physicaltraining of the

students. It also has a health advisory bureau where students

may obtain advice concerning their health. Not a few af. the
>

health advisory bureaux are equipped with a sanaloriwi.

Besides these auniversity has a hostel, a club-house, a.

dining-room, stalls to give comfort or convenience to ths

students.

Some of the private universitics are provided

with a special organ for finding employment far their graquates

A majority, however, are now without such an organ, the

university authorities and the professors doing what they can

to help them in that line. At one time unemployment was very

serious, but lately the situation has gradually improved.

Those who have pursued studics bearing on science {ind work 
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easily now, though the graduates of Literature and kindred

departments are not so fortunate yet.

IV. The International Relation of Universities.

Ae The Relation with Foreign universities.

Many of the Japanese universities exchange

researchreports with many of the well-known universities in

other countries, send their representatives to scientific and

other assemblies sb as to cooperate with themin searchof

truth.

B. The Exchange of Professors and Students.

Legally speaking, the exchange of professors

and students is withinthe jurisdiction of the Cultural Work

Section of the Foreign Department, but much assistance is

given by the Educational Department of Japan. Such. exchange

is being done withsome of the foreign countries with good

results, though suchcountries are not yet numerous. The

Japanese Government is trying to promate schemes of this kind

so as to bring about better mutual understanding and contribute

%0 advancement of human cultmte,.

Ce Facilities for Study Abroad.

The cases are extremely are of university

students studying in foreign countries previous to their

graduation. Agood many of the universities, however, select

the most excellent of their graduates and give them facilities 
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in prosecuting studies abroad. Sending teachers to foreign

countries for study is quite common. They are mostly sent

Ev
vuabrnnd vile they are Assistant Professors, so that majori

of professors in Japan. have some knowledze and experience of

foreign countries.

D. The Recognition of Studies in Toreign Countries.

The fact that a man has prosecuted studies in

a foreign university or the like is not in itself equivalent,

and should not be recognized as equivalent, to his having

completed a definite course of studies in a Japanese universi-

ty. The same is the case withacademic degrees. If anyone

wishes to be recognized as a graduate of a Japanese university

e usuai way is for nim to go through the regular course of a

Japanese university, and if ong wishes to acquire a Japanese

degree one is expected to satisfy the Japanese requirementse

This does not at all mean that one's records of studies in

foreign countries are not duly appreciated. All depends on

oncts real scholastic attainments. There a man's truc worth

is recognized ar proved, anyone may be appointed professor,

assistant professor or lecturer in Japan, and such instancos

are not rare in private universities. 
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